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INS keeps close tabs 
on foreign students
By Dale Quinn
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
T he federal government will put 
some students under the m icro­
scope with the goal of ensuring 
security.
A ll male international students 
from certain countries must now 
register in person with the 
Im m igration and N aturalization 
Service, a Cal Poly official said.
Under the Homeland Security 
A ct, male non-citizens from the 
Middle East and spme N orth 
African countries who study at Cal 
Poly must appear at the designated 
IN S office in Fresno, said Barbara 
Andre, associate director of inter­
national education and programs at 
Cal Poly.
In ternational students from 
North Korea must also register with 
the INS.
During registration, students will 
be photographed, fingerprinted and 
interviewed under oath, according 
to IN S documents.
Hicham M eftah, a M oroccan stu­
dent who has studied in France 
since 1990, has to register at the 
Fresno office by Feb. 19. Upon
entry into the U nited States, his 
fingerprints were taken and he was 
asked questions about his family 
and where he planned to live. 
Everyone was polite and friendly, 
he said.
M eftah came to Cal Poly to study 
arch itectu re and make co n n e c­
tions. W hile the trip to Fresno may 
be inconvenient, Meftah said he 
realizes why such measures are n ec­
essary.
“1 understand that kind of regu­
lation because the U nited States 
needs to protect its citizens,” he 
said.
Following the Sept. 11 terrorist 
attacks. A ttorney G eneral John  
Ashcroft determined that certain 
non-resident immigrants required 
closer surveillance. Acci>rding to 
an IN S document, after that date 
specific individuals were finger­
printed, photographed and inter­
viewed at U .S . ports-of-entry. Now 
this procedure has been extended 
to citizens of certain countries who 
have already been admitted to the 
United States.
see INS, page 7
Password rules frustrate users
Í 4 -
Industrial 
technology 
senior Vik 
Virmani 
tries to log 
in to the Cal 
Poly e-mail 
system. 
Many stu­
dents and 
faculty 
have 
become 
frustrated 
with pass­
word
restrictions.
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By Alina Neacy
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
A Student who just transferred 
from Cuesta squints at the computer 
screen in frustration. For the fifth 
time, her attempt to create a new 
password is denied by Cal Poly’s 
Password Manager. She finally gives 
up and calls the Information
Technology Services Help Desk, 
which assigns her a long sequence of 
random letters, numbers and sym­
bols.
She writes it down in her binder, 
muttering that she’ll never be able to 
remember the eight-digit ccxle.
The help desk is overwhelmed. 
Since the enacting new password 
restrictions last quarter, calls have
been flcxxling in from frustrated stu­
dents and faculty. Bryan Friedman, 
computer science senior and help 
desk lead student, wrote a complaint 
to ITS about the strict new rules.
“It can take us up to 20 minutes to 
help one pierson come up with a pass­
word," he said.
see PASSWORDS, page 7
Tuition hikes too much for some
By Andrea Svoboda
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
For some students, a pillow and 
blanket can be toti hard to part with in 
the early hours of the morning, espe­
cially if they just went to sleep only 
moments before. Yet this particular stu­
dent wasn’t partying late or even cram­
ming for a midterm.
Instead, she was working a night 
shift to ensure she could afford increas­
ing tuition fees and the rising cost of 
rent.
LTue to state budget cuts and 
increasing enrollment, there has been 
a proposed quarterly fee increase of 
$132 for undergraduate students and 
$116 for graduate students. Many may 
need to work longer hours in the fall to 
pay the prop<ised $1,127 undergradu­
ate quarterly tuition.
Agricultural science junior Stephen 
Ferguson hiis to pay for tuition, utili­
ties, car payments and insurance. His 
parents help out by paying for some of 
his rent, but he works and takes out 
loans to cover the rest. This quarter, 
Ferguson is taking 19 units and works 
about 25 hours a week.
“Sometimes 1 wonder if 1 should 
take less cla.sses and drop some units,” 
he said.
All of Ferguson’s jobs are flexible, he 
said. He does ranch work and some­
times helps check Cal Poly fire alarms. 
At the ranch, Ferguson does every­
thing from ripping out decking to
see TUITION, page 7
Poly Speaks
What do Cal Poly students think of 
another possible tuition increase?
Tersonally I'm lucky my dad helped me out 
with housing and tuition. I don't pay anything 
and I don't have to work. For those that would 
have to pay on their own it would be like 
another slap in the face."
David Archer
civil engineering sophomore
"I think it is stupid to have three fee 
increases in three quarters. It is kind of 
extreme for students that come to state 
schools for low tuition."
Jake Neher 
business sophomore
SÊÊk.
"Another one!? Fortunately I will be 
graduating, but it won't be fair for 
everyone else."
René Sandoval 
architecture senior
"The fact that you're taxing students In the 
first place is idiotic. You're making the peo­
ple who are trying to become educated, to 
help the economy run, become broke."
Libby Simas 
speech communication senior
Reactions to shuttle crash 
differ among students
By Erica Drummond
MUSTANG DAILY CONTRIBUTOR
A fter the pre-landing disinte­
gration o f N A SA ’s C olum bia 
shuttle Saturday, emotions around 
C al Poly have ranged from apathy 
to grief depending on age group.
“Students really aren’t as affect­
ed by this (event) as adults are,” 
said history freshman Jonathan 
Senigaglia. “Technology has come 
so far that we’ve grown up seeing 
things like space missions and 
failures as routine.”
Sympathy toward the cra.sh has 
come from prominent figures as 
far away as G reat Britain ’s Tony 
Blair and the Pope, according to 
the New York Times, hut many 
students claim  to feel unaffected.
Business sophomore Jen n ifer 
Parker said students have become 
spoiled and they don’t care about 
or don’t want to take the time to 
show an interest in current 
events.
“It was a very tragic event,” she 
said. “But 1 didn’t even know the 
shuttle was up there.”
Som e students found th em ­
selves comparing their feelings 
toward the Colum bia cra.sh to 
th eir parents! reactions to the 
1986 Challenger tragedy.
“1 know my mother was devas­
tated when (th e  C hallen ger) 
crashed ... but 1 don’t find myself
‘7t u;a5 a very tragic 
event. But I didn’t even 
know the shuttle was up 
there.”
Jennifer Parker
business sophomore
feeling the same way,” Senigaglia 
said. “Maybe it’s all about a per­
son’s experiences or it could be 
that Sept. 11 dwarfed this tragedy 
in my mind. 1 felt sadness, but not 
as much as 1 probably should 
have.”
W heth er it ’s laziness or the 
contents of one’s past that have 
caused several students to lack 
awareness and sympathy, profes­
sors have attempted to unLlerstand 
the feelings of this generation.
Paul Ronnau, a visiting English 
professor from Boston C ollege, 
said that “students shouldn’t feel 
personally affected or involved —  
after all, it happened in space."
He concluded that students 
have their own personal problems 
and they are too busy.
Some people on campus dis­
agreed with the argument that a 
generation gap has caused varied
see COLUMBIA, page 2
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you Know that Garret A. 
Morgan not only invented 
the gas mask on Oct. 13, 
1914, but he also invented 
the traffic signal on Nov. 20, 
1923?
em otional responses to Saturday’s 
crash.
“Growing up with the ‘Space 
R a ce ’ —  one of the strongest 
A m erican symbols of our time —  
it’s easy for me to feel sym pathetic,’’ 
said Craig Russell, a Cal Poly music 
professor. “W e’re all products of our 
generation, but when it comes to 
tragedy 1 think feelings becom e 
universal.”
W hen people see someone in a 
tough spot their reactions are usu­
ally uniform with one another, he 
said, especially in this instance.
“I think even a child would feel 
affected by this loss of human life,” 
Russell said.
He also said he observed that 
students, due to their overload of 
schoolwork, have reactions that are 
“governed by whether they have a 
chem istry final the next day or 
n o t.”
As a college student, Russell said 
he never bought a newspaper or 
kept in touch with the evening 
news —  as he and many of his fel­
low faculty now consider routine. 
He said he sympathizes with stu­
dents who are uninformed.
“Students are doing what they 
should he doing: T h e best they 
can ,” Russell said. “Apathy over a 
single event is not troubling. Lack 
of participation in things that are 
ongoing, things that m atter —  
th at’s what worries m e.”
Coming up this week
^Intramural Tournament Sign Up -
Students can sign up now  at the Rec 
Center front desk for a table tennis tourna­
ment Feb. 18, a bow ling tournament Feb. 
20 and a whiffle ball tournam ent March 8. 
There is also an on -go ing raquetball tour­
nam ent taking place in the Rec Center - 
sign up anytime.
*Love is in Air - The annual Chains of Love 
race, hosted by the Cal Poly triatholon 
team, will take place Sunday and registra­
tion will begin at 7 a.m. in front of the Rec 
Center.
^Middle East Forum - "Iraq and U.S. Policy 
in the M iddle East:The Hum an Rights 
Dim ension" will be presented M onday  in 
Chum ash Auditorium at 6 p.m.
c r im e  R ound Up
Jan. 31: A men's GT bicycle was stolen from a bike 
rack on Via Carta Road.The 21-speed bike was 
valued at $100. For those who continue to leave 
their bicycles unlocked, a decent lock costs under 
$10.
Feb. 1: A  student was taken to Sierra Vista after he 
was discovered drunk in Santa Lucia Hall. 
Authorities responded to a fire alarm and were 
checking each dorm room when he was found. 
Just a Mendly reminder: Cal Poly is a dry campus.
Feb. 1: An 18-year-old student from the residence 
halls was arrested for public intoxication after he 
was seen staggering on Hathway Avenue. He was 
booked into county jail and released when he 
sobered up in exchange for a promise to appear 
in court. Apparently the "21’means-21 "campaign 
wasn't that popular.
Feb. 4: Two students were cited for possession of 
marijuana in two separate incidents.The first 
occurred on Klamath Road near Palomar Hall and 
the other in the R-1 parking lot behind Fremont 
Hall. Despite widespread popularity to urge other­
wise, especially from college students, marijuana 
has yet to be legalized in California for recreational 
purposes.
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Economists say tax increase 
needs to deal with state deficit
SACRAM ENTO —  California’s 
budget deficit is ttK) large to be closed 
with spending cuts alone, and law­
makers should consider a temporary 
tax increase, 14 economists said in a 
letter to legislative leaders.
But short-term tax hikes would be 
better than using just budget cuts to 
erase a deficit that could reach $34.6 
billion, he said.
Cutting that much from state 
sp>ending would be “a major drag on 
the economy,” Janet Yellen, another 
Berkeley economics professor, added 
in a conference call with reporters.
The economists sent a letter to the 
Legislature and Gov. Gray Davis that 
was aksfi signed by a dozen other 
University of California and Stanford 
University economists.
Their comments came a day after 
Davis announced he would veto a bill 
designed to trigger an increase in 
vehicle license fees to avoid the 
threat of $4 billion in local govern­
ment budget cuts.
Davis said the VLF bill, pushed 
through the Legislature by 
Dem(x:rats, could threaten his efforts 
to put together a bipartisan coalition 
to pass his budget-balancing plan, 
which includes $8.3 billion in higher 
income, sales and tobacco taxes.
Border agent testifies he deliv­
ered illegal immigrants direct­
ly to Tyson Foods manager
CHATTANOOGA, Tenn. —  An 
undercover agent who posed as a 
smuggler testified Thursday that he 
delivered illegal immigrants directly 
to the manager of a Tyson Fcxxls poul­
try plant to use as cheap labor.
Prosecutors in the federal conspira­
cy trial also played secretly recorded 
tapes on which a man —  whom they 
identified as the manager —  says he 
needs hundreds more workers.
“Hell, 1 put over 7CX) people to 
work,” the man said. “I’m going to 
need to replace 300 or 400 people —  
maybe 500. I’m going to need a lot.”
The company and three officials 
are charged with conspiring to smug­
gle illegal immigrants to work on the 
production lines of the nation’s 
largest meat processor.
Tyson lawyers said in Wednesday’s 
opening statements that any hiring of 
illegal immigrants was done by a few 
plant managers and was not known to 
executives at Tyson headquarters in 
Springdale, Ark.
“No one in senior management 
knew,” attorney Tom Green said. “No 
member of senior management ever 
violated immigration laws or encour­
aged” anyone else to do so.
White House dismisses North 
Korea rhetoric, says they're 
ready for all contingencies
W ASHINGTON —  The United 
States has “robust plans for any con­
tingencies” involving North Korea, 
including military action, the White 
House said Thursday amid a flurry of 
criticism from Democrats and talk of 
war from Pyongyang.
Presidential spokesman Ari 
Fleischer said there is a “real cause for 
concern” over North Korea’s asser­
tions Wednesday that pre-emptive 
attacks on its nuclear facilities would 
trigger “total war.” He said President 
Bush still believes North Korea’s 
nuclear ambitions can be curbed 
peacefully.
“This kind of talk only hurts North 
Korea,” which faces international istv 
lation, the sptikesman said. “That’s
the real cause for concern ... but we 
always have contingency plans.”
“The United States is very pre­
pared with robust plans for any con­
tingencies,” he told reporters. 
Afterward, Fleischer said he was talk­
ing about military contingencies.
U .S. officials have sptiken before 
about their ability to respond to any 
potential hostile action by North 
Korea, in part to dispel any hopes 
Pyongyang may have about taking 
advantage of Bush’s fcKus on Iraq. 
The nuclear standoff with North 
Korea, which intensified last fall, has 
complicated Bush’s efforts to rally the 
nation and skeptical world leaders 
behind his bid to disarm Saddam 
Hussein.
IntemationalBriets
Jackson says revealing TV doc­
umentary betrayed his trust
LONDON —  Michael Jackson 
said Thursday a T V  documentary 
about him was unfair and he felt 
“more betrayed than perhaps ever 
before” by the program, in which the 
“King of Pop” revealed he sometimes 
lets children sleep in his bed.
In a statement issued by his 
London representative, Jackson said 
British journalist Martin Bashir broke 
the trust placed in him.
Bashir spent eight months making 
the 90-minute program to be shown 
on A BC ’s “20/20.”
“1 trusted Martin Bashir to come 
into my life and that of my family 
because 1 wanted the truth to be 
told,” Jackson said in the statement, 
released by his Ltindon representative 
Stephen Ltxk.
“Martin Bashir persuaded me to 
trust him, that his would be an hcmest 
and fair portrayal of my life and told 
me that he was ‘the man that turned
Diana’s life around.’”
Bashir is well known for an inter­
view with Princess Diana, during 
which .she admitted being unfaithful 
to Prince Charles.
“Today I feel more betrayed than 
perhaps ever before; that someone 
who had got to know my children, my 
staff and me, whom I let into my 
heart and told the truth, could then 
sacrifice the trust I placed in him and 
pnxluce this terrible and unfair pro­
gram,” Jackson said.
Palestinian gunmen attack 
Israeli army post, killing two 
soldiers before being shot
JERUSALEM —  Two Palestinian 
gunmen attacked an army outpost in 
the West Bank early Thursday, killing 
two Israeli soldiers before mx)ps fatal­
ly shot the attackers. In the Gaza 
Strip, fire from an Israeli helicopter 
killed two Palestinian nurses at a 
home for the elderly.
In northern Israeli police killed an 
Arab citizen after he stabbed an offi­
cer.
TTie violence came as Israeli Prime 
Minister Ariel Sharon was building a 
coalition after his Likud Party won 
last week’s election. The government 
taking shape is likely to feature hawk­
ish parties demanding even harsher 
measures against the Palestinians.
Sharon has said he wants to team 
up with the dovish Labor Party in a 
centrist “national unity” government, 
but so far Labor has refused. Labor 
lost considerable support in its 20 
months in Sharon’s previous govern­
ment, perceived as giving legitimacy 
to Sharon’s escalating military mea­
sures against the Palestinians.
Without Labor, Sharon might 
form a coalition with hawkish and 
Orthodox Jewish parties, where senti­
ment is strong for harsher measures to
stop Palestinian attacks, including 
the expulsion of Palestinian leader 
Yasser Arafat.
Thousands mourn Belfast 
paramilitary chief, vow 
revenge against rival
BELFAST, Northern Ireland —  
Several thousand Protestant extrem­
ists gathered Thursday to mourn the 
death of a Belfast commander and to 
vow revenge against the rival gang 
leader believed resp<msible.
The funeral for John Gregg, a com­
mander of the outlawed Ulster 
Defense Association who was gunned 
down Saturday, attracted huge crowds 
to his power ba.se of Rathctx)le, a 
high-rise public housing project on 
Belfast’s northern edge.
It followed a night of gunfire and 
fist fights between feuding UDA fac­
tions on the home grt)und of Johnny 
“Mad Dog” Adair, who is believed to 
have ordered Gregg’s slaying.
The Red Hand Defenders, a name 
deployed by Adair’s unit when claim­
ing responsibility for attacking 
Catholics, said it was behind 
Saturday’s ambush, which also killed 
junior-ranking UDA member Robert 
C'arson. The men died when the taxi 
they were riding in was riddled with 
bullets while stopped at a red light.
Gregg, 45, was an icon of anti- 
Catholic extremism: Taciturn, physi­
cally intimidating and possessing a 
fierce hatred for the Irish Republican 
Army. In 1984, he pumped several 
bullets into Gerry Adams, leader of 
the IRA-linked Sinn Fein party, and 
expressed everlasting regrets that he 
“didn’t finish the joh.”
Briefs compiled from The Associated 
Press wire service by Mustang Daily 
news editor Andra Coberly.
Islamic group is ready 
to take over for Arafat
By Hassan Fattah
Associated Press W riter
GAZA CITY, Gaza Strip —  
Hamas is prepared to assume lead­
ership of the Palestinian people, a 
senior Hamas official said 
Thursday in a rare expression of 
the goal of the violent Islamic 
movement.
Hamas has avoided direct con­
flicts with Yasser Arafat’s leader­
ship, although from time to time, 
clashes between the groups have 
erupted.
Mahmoud Zahar, a leader of the 
Hamas political wing, told The 
Associated Press in an interview 
Thursday that his group is 
“abscTlutely” prepared to lead the 
Palestinian people now.
He said Hamas has the infra­
structure to take over leadership 
“politically, financially (and) 
socially.”
Polls have shown consistently 
that Arafat’s Fatah movement is 
more jXTpular than Hamas among 
Palestinians, but Arafat has not 
visited Gaza in more than a year. 
He has been confined to his 
Ramallah West Bank headquarters 
by the Israeli military presence.
Hamas has moved into the vac­
uum in Gaza, stepping up scKial 
services in the crowded, poverty- 
stricken territory. Also, its fre­
quent attacks against Israel have 
bolstered its backing.
Hamas has been responsible for 
dozens of suicide biimbing attacks
against Israelis during 28 months 
of fighting. Hamas does not recog­
nize the existence of a Jewish state 
in the Middle East, opposing 
Arafat’s policy of creating a 
Palestinian state alongside Israel.
Zahar said the Hamas takeover 
would come through elections, not 
a military operation. Palestinians 
had elections scheduled for Jan. 20 
but postponed them because Israeli 
troops are in control of most of the 
West Bank population centers.
Ziad Abu Amr, a Palestinian 
legislator from A rafat’s Fatah 
movement, said Hamas leaders 
rarely state the takeover goal in 
public, but said it is clearly their 
intention. “They want to mold 
things according to their vision,” 
he said. “All alpng they presented 
themselves as an alternative, but 
they want to do it peacefully.”
Earlier in the Gaza Strip, two 
male nurses at a home for the aged 
were killed by random Israeli heli­
copter fire. The Israeli military said 
the gunfire was aimed at an open 
area to deter militants from firing 
rockets and mortars at nearby 
Israeli villages.
Also Thursday, Palestinians 
opened fire at an Israeli outptist on 
a hill overlooking the West Bank 
cityof Nablus, killing two soldiers 
before the gunmen were shot dead. 
The hill is home to a community 
of several hundred Samaritans, 
who stayed indoors during the 
clash.
Bush tells Hussein 'the game is over/ 
welcomes another U.N. resolution
By Barry Schweid
AP D iplomatic W riter
W ASHINGTON —  Edging closer 
to war, President Bush declared 
Thursday “the game is over” for 
Saddam Hussein and urged skeptical 
allies to join in disarming Iraq.
Bush said he would welcome a new 
U.N. resolution on Iraq if it made clear 
the world body was ready to use force if 
Saddam will not reveal and give up any 
weapons of mass destruction as 
demanded by an earlier resolution.
Britain is likely to introduce such a 
resolution authorizing force after top 
weapons inspectors return from 
Baghdad and report to the Security 
(Council on Feb. 14, British and U.S. 
diplomats said Thursday.
Unlike Britain, France has balked at 
the idea of war, and Jean-Marc de La 
Sabliere, French ambassador to the 
United Nations, said Thursday, “the 
time has not come” for a second resolu­
tion.
“The U.N. must not back down,” 
Bush said. “All the world can rise to 
this moment.”
“Saddam Hussein will be stopped,” 
Bush pledged, warning anew that the 
United States will act along with allies 
if needed. He spoke before cameras in 
the White House’s Rtxisevelt Room 
with Secretary of State Colin Powell at 
his side. Behind the president was a 
painting of Theodore Rtxrsevelt, who 
led the United States into war with 
Spain in 1898, on horseback.
A t the United Nations in New York, 
the Iraqi representative, Mohammed
al-L3ouri, siiid of Bush, “It sounds like 
he wants a resolution for war.”
In Bitghdad, an Iraqi arms expert 
submitted to a private interview with 
U.N. weapons inspectors, the first sign 
of ctxjperation in that area.
Bash ticked off a series of accusa­
tions that Powell had lodged on 
Wednesday in the U.N. Security 
Council, including authorization by 
Saddam to his lieutenants to use chem­
ical weaptins.
“Saddam Hassein was given a final 
chance,” Bush said, referring to the res­
olution approved unanimously in 
November by the Security Council 
that launched .new U.N. inspections. 
“He is throwing that chance away,” the 
president said.
Pointedly, Bush did not renew past 
appeals to Saddam to reveal the chem­
ical and biological weapons and the 
nuclear and missile programs the 
United States contends Iraq has.
In Paris, French President Jacques 
Chirac said that France’s position had 
not been changed by Powell’s presenta­
tion at the United Nations.
“We refuse to think that war is 
inevitable,” Chirac said through a 
spokesman. The evidence frimished by 
Powell “justifies continued work by the 
United Nations weaptms inspectors. 
Iraq must answer their questions and 
ciXTperate more actively,” the French 
president said.
In London, British Prime Minister 
Tony Blair acknowledged he could 
have trouble persuading many Britons 
to support a war against Iraq unless the 
idea first won U.N. approval.
But Blair alsLi said that it Iraq refuses 
to cixjperate with the weapons inspec­
tors, and one of the five Security 
CxTuncil members with veto powers 
tries to bUx;k a vote authorizing a mili­
tary response, his government may 
have no chtiice but to participate in a 
U.S.-led attack.
W hite House aides said the next few 
days would be dedicated to turning up 
pressure on reluctant allies such as 
France and Germany as well as other 
U.N. members.
Bush was silent on a timetable.
Earlier Thursday, Powell told sena­
tors at a hearing that a key to winning 
Security G iuncil support would be a 
two-day visit to Baghdad this weekend 
by chief weapxrn inspectors Mohamed 
ElBaradei and Hans Blix.
Diplomatic prospects, Powell said, 
hinge on whether Iraq displays “a seri­
ous change of attitude and the commit­
ment to comply that one can believe 
in.”
His plans call for going to South 
Korea to attend the swearing-in of new 
President Roh Mixvhyun on Feb. 25 
and he is also likely to go to China. 
The visits would give Powell an oppor­
tunity for frirther consultations with 
South Korean leaders on North Korea’s 
nuclear program and with Chinese 
leaders on North Korea and on Iraq.
At the W hite House, Bush said, 
“Saddam Hussein has the motive and 
the means and the recklessness and the 
hatred to threaten the American peo­
ple.”
“The dictator of Iraq is making his 
choice,” Bush said.
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"Confessions of a Dangerous Mind' has potential, but fizzles
By Genevieve Fussell
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
You know it ’s a bad movie 
when you’re eagerly awaiting its 
end, or when you feel the need to 
apologize to your fellow moviego­
ers for suggesting the flick.
1 experienced both troublesome 
feelings after w atching 
“C'ontessions o f a Dangerous 
M ind.” I have a confession myself: 
T he movie leaves much to he 
desired.
T he movie —  notice 1 am not 
calling it a film —  is an unin­
spired attem pt and misses at 
achieving cinem atic ingenuity. In 
his d irectorial debut, G eorge 
Clooney endeavors to create and 
star in an engaging picture about 
television producer Chuck Barris. 
However, redeeming qualities are 
hard to find in the midst of the 
over-stylized, gratuitous nonsense.
The movie is based on Barris’ 
book, “C onfessions o f a 
Dangerous M ind: A n
U nauthorized A utobiography.” 
W hile an unauthorized autobiog-
(Dreiv Barrymore's) hackneyed performance as the 
bubbly yet naive hippie was annoying and pre  ^
dictable. In other words, Barrymore succeeded at 
playing herself.
raphy seems to be questionable, 
rest assured that the resulting 
movie is also questionable.
T he picture chronicles the rise 
and fall of Chuck Barris, who 
cashed in on peoples’ willingness 
to humiliate themselves in front 
of an audience. Barris managed to 
achieve fame by creating and pro­
ducing “The Dating G am e,” “The 
Newlywed G am e” and “T he Gong 
Show .” T h e  m ovie’s creativ ity  
clearly reflects Barris’ ability to 
create original names for his 
tasteless game shows.
W hile struggling to advance in 
the cutthroat television industry, 
Barris is approached by Agent Jim 
Byrd, played by Clooney. Byrd 
attem pts to coerce Barris into 
leading a double life as a televi­
sion producer by day and a C IA
Recycle Bin
'Cemetery Man'is a horror 
flick that digs deep
Hidden on the shelves of your 
local video store, disguised as a 
cheap horror flick, is a little gem 
of a movie that Martin Scorsese 
called “the best film o f 1994.”
Yes, “Cemetery M an” is a hor­
ror film in the Italian tradition of 
graphic gore, with zombies being 
shot in the head.
But it is much more than that. 
A film as gorgeous as it is grue­
some, both seductive and repel­
lent, “Cemetery M an” is a pro­
found m editation on love and 
loss, desire and death, the instinct 
for life and the death drive.
Rupert Everett plays a cemetery 
watchman who loves, then loses, 
the woman of his dreams. Then 
she comes back. He is given 
another chance. And th e n .... 
Suffice it to say 
that the film is, 
among other 
things, an 
i n t e r e s t i n g  
reworking of 
“Vertigo," with 
several visual 
allusions to 
H i t c h c o c k ’s 
m a s t e r p i e c e  
which film 
huffs will enjoy.
There are 
even images 
that echo those 
in “C itizen 
Kane.” T he art 
direction (an 
Italian special­
ty) is creepily 
elaborate. The 
plot has many 
twists and 
turns that will 
keep you guess­
ing. And the 
d i a l o g u e  
(w hich is in 
English) is
alternately hilarious and pro­
found: “An ossuary? I have never 
seen anything so exciting”/“Why 
(make love) here? Why on your 
ptx)r husband’s grave?”/”I’ve never 
kept anything from him”/“You are 
I are both the same. We kill out of 
indifference, out of love some­
times, but never out of hate. Now 
I don’t know who’s dead or alive.” 
O ne review said that 
“Cemetery Man” is “as philosoph­
ically rich and sensually aware as 
it is filled with zombie-blasting 
mayhem.” Lcxiking for something 
different? This film certainly is. 
(1994 ; 100 min.; Color; rated R; 
V H S)
—  Doug Keesey 
Poly film professor
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assassin by night. Barris 
accepts and becomes a regu­
lar assassin for the U .S . gov­
ernm ent.
As ratings rise, Barris 
incorporates his show into 
his covert life. Victorious 
couples win trips to rom an­
tic Helsinki and West Berlin 
and are chaperoned by Barris 
as a cover for his clandestine 
missions. However, with 
waning public interest, his 
life begins to spiral out of 
control and culminates with 
his nervous breakdown.
Although it was adapted 
from the screenplay written 
by C harlie  Kaufman, 
“Confessions” lacked the creativi­
ty and depth of Kaufman’s previ­
ous works, including “Being John 
M alkovich” and “Adaptation.”
Adapting a Kaufman screen­
play
undoubtedly a u n a u t h o r i z e d
daunting task for ^
a rookie direc- autobiography seems to be 
tor. However, questionable, rest ossured
only botched a resulting movie IS
good screenplay abo questionable. 
but also deliv­
ered a tedious perform ance, 
equally matched by that o f his 
costars.
Sam Rockwell, whose creden­
tials include a host of indepen-
On screen George Clooney directs Sam  
out contracts, while off screen Clooney,
dent films, delivers a mediocre 
performance as the self-absorbed 
Barris. His lifelong obsession with 
chasing women to no avail is a lle­
viated when he meets and seem-
----------- -------------  ingly falls in
love with
Penny, played 
by Drew
Barrymore. Her 
hackneyed per­
formance as the 
bubbly yet naive 
hippie was 
annoying and predictable. In 
other words, Barrymore succeeded 
at playing herself.
Julia Roberts was a humorous 
choice for Patricia, a bombshell 
spy who befriends Barris as he gal-
..4
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Rockwell as a CIA agent handing 
um, directs the film.
livants as an assassin. Maybe it’s 
just me, but “Julia Roberts” and 
“spy” seem to be contradictory 
terms. T he movie was peppered 
with cam eos, including M att 
Damon and Brad P itt, whose 
appearances provided satisfactory 
eye candy, if only for a fleeting 
moment.
W hile the soundtrack lessened 
the pain of having to sit through 
the agony, it did not fully com ­
pensate for my suffering. Maybe 
I’m being harsh, but this movie 
was harsh.
A fter being clobbered over the 
head by this picture, the audience 
is left wondering whether or not 
the story is true. I don’t care if it’s 
true; all 1 know is it’s over.
■  Downtown Sân Luis Obispo *
W W W .tllM I0V l f t X f M l f l C t . C 0 B
Fremont Theatre 541-2141
m TH CB IQ  FREMONT 
CHICAGO (PO-13) 
Fii-Sun 1:15 4:00 6:45 0:30 
Mon-Thur« 1:15 4:00 6:45 9:30
GANGS dF NEW YORK (R)
Fri 4:30 8:30 
S«t-Sun 12:30 4:30 8:30 
Mon-Thur 4:30 8:30
CONFESSIONS OF A
DANGEROUS MIND (R)
Fri 8:15 9:15 
Sat-Sun 3:15 6:15 9:15 
Mon-Thura 6:15 9:15
ADAPTATION (R)
Fri 3:00 6:00 9:00 
Sat-Sun 12:00 3.00 6:00 9:00 
Mon-Thurs 3:00 6 00 9:00
DARKNESS FALLS (PQ-13) 
Fri 3:15 Sat-Sun 12:30 
_______ Mon-Thurs 3:15_______
Downtown Centre Cinema 
546-8600
SHANGHAI KNIGHTS (PQ-13)
Fri 2:30 5:15 8:00 10:30 
Sat-Sun 11 45 2:30 5:15 8:00 10:30 
Mon-Thur 2:30 5:15 8:00 10:30
HOW TO LO SE A QUY IN 10 DAYS (PG-13)| 
Fri 2:00 4:45 7:30 10:15 
Sat-Sun 11:15 2:00 4:45 7:30 10:15 
Mon-Thur 2:00 4:45 7:30 10:15
FINAL DESTINATION 2 (R)
Fri 2:45 5:20 7 40 10«)
Sat-Sun 12:30 2:45 5:20 7:40 10:00 
Mon-Thur 2:45 5:20 7:40 10:00
THE RECRUIT (PQ-13)
Fri 2:15 5:00 7:45 10:20 
Sat-Sun11:30 2:15 5:00 7:45 10:20 
Mon-Thur 2:15 5:00 7:45 10:20
‘CATCH ME IF YOU CAN (PQ-13)
Fri 4 « ) 7:00 1.0:00 
Sat-Sun 1:00 4:00 9:30 
Mon-Thur 2:30 5:45 9:00
SNEAK PREVIEW  SATURDAY 
OLD SCH O O L (R)
7:00
ABOUT SCHMIDT(R)
Fri 300 6:00 9:15 
Sat-Sun 12:00 3:00 6:00 9:15 
Mon-Thur 3:00 6:00 9:15
‘JUST MARRIED (PQ 13)
Fri-Thurs 2:40 9:30
MY BIG FAT GREEK WEDDING (PQ) I 
Fri 4:50 7:15 Sat-Sun 12:15 4:50 7:15 
Mon-Thurs 4:50 7:15
•NO OATS ACCEPTED______
Student Discounts
availahle at b olh  Ihealres 
Times Valili 7/07-2/13
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Medical marijuana 
advocate's guilty 
verdict questionable
Ed Rosenthal, one of the country’s most well-known and progressive medical marijuana advocates, was found guilty by a federal jury of felony conspiracy and cultivation charges Jan. 31. This was an enor­
mous and important victory tor the feds in their two-year crackdown on 
medical marijuana users, as well as for providers who hope to override 
California voters’ 1996 endorsement of Proposition 215,  which allowed 
usage of medical marijuana. During the trial, U .S. Superior Court Judge 
Charles Breyer dismissed any attempts by the prosecution to use facts that 
Rosenthal was deputized by the city of Oakland to grow and distribute the 
medicine to crippled, sick and terminally ill patients, some of whom were 
dying from AIDS and cancer.
After the trial ended, there were some interesting and puzzling respons­
es from the jurors. These people sat and considered this man’s life for One 
day and walked away knowing that they may have decided differently -  if
^  ___ it wasn’t for the letter of the law. The jury
t O i H n f l G n i 3 r y  foreman, Charles Sackett, a 51-year-old con­
struction worker from Sebastopol, said he 
supports medical marijuana, hut the jury “couldn’t base (fheir) decision on 
that.”
Mamey Craig, a 58-year-old property manager from Novato, said she 
felt the jury wasn’t given a choice and “may have made a tertihle mistake.” 
After leaving the courtroom, Craig realized that information had been 
kept from the jury, infonnation that may have influenced their decision to 
convict.
Well, Mr. jury Foreman, this is far from the first time in history where 
individuals have not followed the letter of the law. The first one is easy to 
pick out, as many people may have done already. Jesus most certainly did 
not follow the letter of the law as he healed the sick on the Sabbath. What 
was he thinking? Fortunately, those who prosecuted him did follow that 
law. I’m sure we’re all better off for it too; someone needed to teach him a 
lesson.
How alxiut the Boston Tea Party? W hat might he the state of our coun­
try today -  if we would even have one -  if the revolutionaries of this coun­
try had followed the letter of British law.
Moving on, one might take the Dred Scott case from the mid-1800s. 
For those of you a little shoddy on your history, Dred Scott was a slave who 
was not allowed to file suit in federal court for his freedom because, as the 
Supreme Court ruled, by the letter of the law he was a slave. Slaves did 
not have any rights in those days, and therefore he was basically con­
demned as a slave. Dred Scott was later freed, no thanks to the letter of 
the law.
In case the message hasn’t hit home yet there are more examples, 
including Nazi Germany around the time of World War II. TTiose who 
harbored the Jews from the death camps most certainly did not folK-yw the 
letter of the law. TTink of the thousands, if not hundreds of thousands, of 
Jews who would have been killed if it weren’t for the.se lawbreakers. 
Under no circumstances are people above the law.
Q )m e on, people.
Finally, look at Rosa Parks, Martin Luther King Jr. and all the other 
civil rights advíKates of the 1960s who fought for many of the same laws 
that even still stand the chance of being reversed. Finally, we have justice 
for these “lawbreakers” who fought the system. However, according to our 
former speaker of the house. Trent Lott (R-M iss.), “Our country would 
have been better off if this man had been elected president.” If you don’t 
know what this statement is about, go brush up on your current events or 
ask stimeone.
To Mamey Craig, I have only one question to ask: Where have you 
been for the last seven years since the people of this great state of 
California passed this proposition? WTiere have you been these last two 
years while the DEA has gone from Eureka to Santa Cruz, all over 
California while they militantly arrested the sick, elderly, dying and oth­
ers by jamming them down on the floor? TTiis all has been well docu­
mented in local Bay Area papers.
Where does the buck stop?
W hat happens when the appeals courts pass the buck all the way on up 
to the Supreme Court, where they can fail the American people once 
again? How many Americans are willing to take Mr. Rosenthal’s place in 
prison? W ho will be there to console this 58-year-old man’s wife and 
young kids, who were seen weeping outside the courtroom?
I’ll tell you where the buck stops. It stops with you. Otherwise, get pre­
pared to have the buck passed on you.
Mike Lydon is an industrial engineering senior and Mustang Daily con­
tributor.
Drug abuse isn't just 
about illegal drugs
The clock ticks. Pre-party music from next door vibrates my window. My rcxjmmates gossip in the kitchen. I listen. Their laughter pulls me away from 
the open text on my desk. The ckxk ticks.
I’ve been sitting here for 45 minutes and I’ve only read 
one paragraph. Thinking about the midterm tomorrow
sends my heart racing, and my
Com m entary skin becomes cold and clam-
....... ................................  my. My options are slim and
my environment impossible. I get up and slop at my nx)m- 
mate’s d(K)r. Knexk.
“l\> you mind if I use some of your stuff to study?”
Now 1 am calm after .swallowing the perfect solution, with 
nothing to break my focus.
This scenario is cemmon any college campus tixlay, ;ts 
students are using their friends’ prescription drugs to 
enhance their study skills. According to the Drug Abu.se 
Warning Network (DAWN), 14 of the top 20 most abused 
controlled substances in the United States are prescription 
drugs. A commonly abused prescription drug on college 
campuses is Ritalin, or methylphenidate, a drug prescribed 
to help people with A ttention Deficit/Hyperactivity 
Disorder (ADHD).
According to the National Drug Intelligence Center 
Web site, Ritalin is an amphetamine-like central nervous 
system stimulant, with properties similar to cocaine. 
Individuals abuse Ritalin to increase alertness, lose weight 
and experience the euphoric effects resulting from high 
doses. TTte drug can be taken orally, ground into powder and 
snorted like cocaine or dissolved in water and injected like 
heroin.
So strip away the innocent faces of college youth, the 
noble pursuit of higher education and the merit of high 
grades and you have drug abuse. TTiis was surely a concern 
of profes.sors and academic officials here at Cal Poly, as they 
established high standards for this university and higher edu­
cation as a whole. In principle, what is the difference
Surely no guilt will follow’ a sfvM, innocent 
little jaunt dcjum the hallway to my goal ori­
ented and successful friend's room for a 
harmless pill to help with my homework.
between the college student who abuses prescription drugs 
and the criminal who buys and abuses illegal drugs?
Only their dealers.
Surely no guilt will follow a short, imiixent little jaunt down 
the hallway to my gcxil-onented and successful friend’s nxim for 
a hiirmless pill to help with my homework. The .scenario is 
much different than driving incognito into urban Lxxs Angeles 
to meet a axaine dealer, but dnig abuse is still dnig abuse.
Just because prescription drug abuse dexs not have the 
stxial stigma of illegal dnig abuse dexsn’t make prescription 
drugs any safer.
“Ritalin can have major effects esn bkxxl pressure; strokes 
are a risk,” said Burt Ccxhran, the head of medical services 
at Cal Poly’s Health Center. “The hcxist from Ritalin (expe­
rienced by people without ADHD) can he habit-forming, 
and frequent use decreases one’s respninse.”
To truly analyze the phenomenon of prescription drug 
abuse, I thought back to my days of working with racehors­
es. Drug abuse is typical of grooms working on the racetrack, 
but I noticed that the best trainers never hired drug abusers. 
Their employees took pride in their work, and everyone 
worked together. A certain degree of unreliability and a lack 
of merit go along with a work ethic that allows dmg abuse 
into its constitution.
For a student to rely on someone else’s prescription drugs 
to get through college means he or she is already destined for 
eventual mediocrity and unhappiness.
Abbey Kingdon is an animal science senior and Mustang 
Daily staff writer.
Letter to the editor
Poly basketball 
deserves school spirit
Editor,
Cal Poly men’s basketball has two 
big games coming up this weekend. 
Txlay, we’re playing Idaho; Saturday, 
we’re playing Utah State. We need a 
strong showing of student support at 
both of the games. When the crowd 
gets juiced, the players get juiced. We 
know it, the players know it, and now 
we have to get out there and do it.
Maybe you students have seen us. 
Mustang M ilitia, at the games. 
Maybe youve wanted to join in, but 
haven’t known what to yell or when 
to yell it. If you go to this webpage: 
http://www.calpoly.edu/~cbartolo 
you’ll find a little thing I whipped up 
called, “T h e Mustang M ilitia 
Primer.” There, you can read up on 
all our standard chants and taunts. 
You can also download a cheat sheet 
that you can print out and bring to 
the games tonight and Saturday 
night.
I don’t doubt that the place will be 
packed during both games. What I 
want to see is fewer fxople telling us to 
sit down and be quiet, and more pxople
standing beside us, behind us, and in 
front of us, yelling with us and helping 
us, and our team, get rowdy.
Hope to see 3,032 of you there.
Colin Bartolome is a computer sci­
ence junior.
Column displays the 
atheism of media
Editor,
I’m writing in response to the article 
“Sinners at the hand of an advertising 
God” (Feb. 3).
From the article, 1 learned that hill- 
hixard signs, like the ones that can be 
seen on northbound Highway 101 
entering San Luis Obispo which read 
“Need a marriage counselor, I’m avail­
able -  G(xl,” are p<ipping up all around 
the country.
I liked the so-called quotes from 
God, because they were engaging and 
important, but I didn’t like the shal­
low and sarcastic remarks added by 
the writer. The evolutionary com ­
ments presented, I fear, will only give 
readers a mindset that man by him­
self, independent of Gcxl, determines 
truth.
I pray that students and staff from 
this campus will think deeply aKiut 
what the various billKiards say: “I love 
you and you and you -  Gixl”, “Will the 
road you’re on get to my place? -  Gixl” 
and “Need directions? -  G ixl.”
1 expect Christians on this campus 
to cognitively defend Gixl from such 
atheistic media.
Tim Nelson is a mechanical engineer­
ing sophomore.
Women need to deal 
with consequences
Editor,
After reading the articles going 
back and forth about abortion the.se 
last few weeks, I sat down to think of 
a revolutionary way to solve this prob­
lem.
After hours of thought, it hit me. 
I’m just not sure if an idea this radical 
could ever he accepted by anyone. 
Here it is: A woman can control her 
own bixly by ... not having sex unless 
she is able to deal with the conse­
quences.
Ben Seager is an architecture senior.
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More letters to the editor
Anyone can make claims in abortion 
issue
Editor,
As I read artiumeiits on rhe subject of abortion being thrown back 
and forth in the last tew weeks, I am amazed that no one has com­
mented on the cause of unwanted pregnancies and its intportance in 
tlie issue. Litst Tl'iursday (“AKirtion is a womans issue, not man’s”), 
Susan Otto stated that ‘‘Women must be able to contrt)! their repro­
ductive choices.” 1 could not agree more and I recognize that women 
are mit forced to have sex. They can chcxwe whether or not to par­
ticipate in sexual acts and in this way have complete control over 
their reprixluctive choices. I’m sorry if this stiunds stupid, but listen 
for just a bit.
1 am not trying to convince everyone to stop having sex until they 
are ready to have children. I’m just iisking people to take responsi­
bility for their actions. Our culture teaches us to live for pleasure, to 
seek easy ailutions and to shirk responsibility. But we know that just 
K'cause something is easy or feels gtxxl dixjs not mean that it is gtxxk 
AKirtion is an easy way out. I’m not saying that it isn’t a painful 
pnx:e.ss (1 admit that I don’t really know), but it allows people to run 
from responsibility'.
In arguing for and against aKirtion, we are missing the root of the 
problem. We should never have to make these choices. AKirticm is 
very unnatural, so why must we have it? Is it to secure more pleasure? 
So we can avoid being responsible for our Kxjies and our actions? 
Love always builds, but irresponsible sex can destroy lives (not just 
those of babies). I’m not judging others; 1 make mistakes all the time. 
And 1 really value freedom. But let’s take responsibility for our 
actions.
men are not women does not me;tn that the experiences of men are 
mutually exclusive from those of women.
The totality of our experiences are unique, yes. But this dixjs not 
mean that parts of our experiences must be different.
Many of our own experiences integrate, asstx;iate and overlap with 
many others’ experiences in multitudes of ways that aren’t defined by 
artificial attributes established by traditional stxiety. 1 must ultimate­
ly admit, though, that it is true that I’ve never had a pericxl, let alone 
mis.sed one, sti 1 guess my opinion really dexisn’t matter.
Robert Lockwood is a mechanical engineering graduate student.
Holbus can't speak for all conservatives 
Editor,
1 am writing in response to all tho.se who seem to be writing back 
to John Holbus’ article (“Liberal stance on war dtiesn’t make sense,” 
Jan. 28). 1 didn’t have a charice to read it, but 1 suggest that you don’t 
judge all conservatives based upxin what John said, just like all con- 
■servatives shouldn’t judge all liberals based ufKin the few that speak 
out. For example, there has been much controversy in the Catholic 
Church within the past year. LXies that make the practice of 
Catholicism bad? No, because not all Quholics are like the wicked 
priests who texsk advantage of vulnentble kids. I'Vm’t let a few bad 
apples ruin the whole barrel.
In the end, if we don’t argue our opinioivs then what is the purpose 
of the freedoras that we have been given? Like the great Teddy 
Rtxssevelt once said, “The first requisite of a gcxxJ citixn  in this 
republic of ixirs is that he shall be able and willing to pull his weight.” 
Part of pulling ytxir weight is stating your opinion, whether you are 
an uralergniduate at a state university or a waitress giiing to night 
■schixil. The burden of living in a free s(x;iery is understanding and 
knowing what you believe in and fighting for it. In this turning point 
of American history, it wtuild be a gcxxJ idea to ;isk yourself what yixi 
truly believe in. Is it freedom from tyranny, Ls it the freetkim to s^ xiak 
out, is it the freetlom to protect oneself? Maybe it Ls even the freedom 
to do nothing and sit on ytxir hands. A.sk yixirself, because this time 
yixi or those yixi love may not have the safeguard of rertospective.
Lucas Pierce is a computer science senior.
Editor,
“Every 36 .seconds in America a woman lays her KxJy down, forced 
to chcxise aKirtion out of lack of practical resources and emotitmal 
support. AKirtion is a reflection that stxziety has failed women.” The 
preceding quote was made by Patricia Heaton, feminist for life.
The past few issues of the Mustang l>aily have published a huge 
amount of men writing articles against abortion, and some of you have 
inferred these men to be anti-feminLst. 1 commend these men because 
they are the t)nes with compassion toward women. TTey are ready to 
be men and support a womim if .she gets pregnant. If you Icxik back into 
the history of feminism before NOW (the National Organization for 
Women) comipted the definition of the word, you may find the early 
feminists of the last century were opposed to abortion.
Susan B. Anthony called it “child murder,” and in her newspaper 
made a claim that “when a woman destroys rhe life of her unborn 
child, it is a sign that, by education or circumstances, she has been 
greatly wronged.” In 1873 Elizabeth Cady Stanton said, “When we 
consider that women are treated as property, it is degrading to 
women that we should treat our children as property to be disptised 
of as we wish.” Even Alice Paul, who drafted the original version of 
the Equal Rights Amendment, called abortion “the ultimate 
exploitation of women.”
In other parts of the world, aKirtion is used as the primary means 
of eliminating unwanted female babies. “Abortion kills a living 
human being and mutilates amither,” said feminist writer Rachel 
MaNair. Abortion fragments women. “Women who accept alxirtion 
have agreed to depersonalize and .sacrifice their own children as a 
condition of full participation in a man’s world. In a healthy sixiety, 
new life is welcomed and women’s awesome powers of fertility are 
respected and accommodated,” notes Mathewes-Green.
By being pro-aK)ition, women are resisting stx:ial integration of 
children with career and are participating in a man’s work! under 
male terms. AKirtion makes a mother and her child enemies toward 
each other. It does not liberate women, but it liberates men. 
AKirtion on demimd liberates men who want sex without commit­
ment or responsibility, and if a woman gets pregnant, that’s her prob­
lem. She could have chosen to have an aKirtion.
AKirtion is a mcxlel of the powerful oppressing the weak, which 
is everything true feminists fought for. Feminists have always spoken 
out agaiast racial injustice. Why do sti many now remain silent?
PS. -  Jesus himself affirmeti the worth of women by dealing with 
women in a style contrary to the cultural nomis of his day.
Woman's opinion holds added weight 
Editor,
1 would like to commend Jake Ashley for pointing out a fact that 
1 find very true, both here at Cal Poly and nationwide (“Males the 
majority weighing in on abortion,” Feb. 3). As of Feb. 3, we have had 
only one female write in to give her opinion on the matter. The oth­
ers have come from males. I find it very difficult to understand how 
a male can even defend his stance on the i.ssue. AK>rtion is a 
woman’s right and should remain one.
Understandably, this is a hot issue and people of K)th sexes have 
opinions abtiut the matter, but shouldn’t women have a weighted 
vote in the matter? I know it’s not possible to pass legislation based 
on such a vote at the moment, but one could survey only females and 
at least gather a general stance on the matter in this way. My wish is 
that more males simply listen to what a woman has to .say on the 
matter, because there can be no dispute that an aKirtion affects her 
exponentially more thim any man.
Brian Poseley is a business administration junior.
Spirituality shouid be a source of pride 
Editor,
I’m writing in response to Steve Hill and Chrissy Rtith’s Quit yer 
Bitchin’ column (“Sinners at the hand of an advertising GtxJ,” Feb. 
3).
First of all, I was deeply offended by the article because I really 
appreciate and enjoy the billboards that they are “bagging” on. I see 
them as an uplifting, iaspirational reminder that there is a wonderful 
G(xJ who wants to be a part of my life as well as others.
Second, I know how to take a joke, but I also know where to draw 
the line. 1 appreciate the fact that people have different views on spir­
itual faith. I’m not trying to push my beliefs onto others but I’m not 
going to live my spiritual life in a cktset.
I could comment on the many jokes they made in pxxir taste; 
however, there is a bigger issue that needs to he addressed. In the 
conclusion of their article, they stated that people should seek out 
religion and not the other way around. I believe that people should 
seek out the truth, not religion. And as for whether or not religion 
should seek out people, ask anyone who has a genuine relationship 
with God and they’ll tell you that he dcx;s seek you. 1 encourage 
you all to search for the truth and find a deeper meaning in your 
lives.
Greg Maita is an industrial engineering senior.
Everyone should have a say 
Editor,
In respiirtse to the three letters “AKirtion is a woman’s Issue, not 
man’s” (Jan. 31), 1 am glad that people have finally taken the time 
to properly assert the domains of men imd women’s i.ssues. Indeed, 
aKirtion Ls something that shixild only be di.scussed by women -  
notably tme women -  who are still capable of giving birth. TTie opin- 
ioRs of old women and those who can’t give birth for medical rea- 
stias am NOT wanted.
With (Hir new definition of who’s allowed to have an opinion 
fimtly in hand, I must strike exit even further. I’m sick of heterosex­
ual people arguing for or agaiast the rights of homosexual people. I’m 
sick of women, old men and the disablcxJ arguing aKiut whether or 
not we shiHild have a draft when they ctxild never theraselves enter 
one. I’m sick of non-pedophiles arguing with Ntirth American 
Man/Boy Love As.s(x:iation (NAMBLA) aKiut the rights of what 
NAMBLA claims to K  a con.sen.sual private relatioaship that is 
noKxJy ekse’s basiness.
On a less sarcastic note, rhe ideas, logic and values of those who 
would establish such claims (not to mention the evidence and 
“facts” they would cite) are what matter -  NOT the identities of the 
sjx?akers or of their opponents. No one is an island; we each have 
friends or family who are affectetJ by these issues in one way or 
another. The assumption that we, as isolated individuals, are not 
.ifrccting anyone else by our own dccisioas (or King affected by 
other’s decisions) is selfish, unfounded and ultimately a simultaneous 
expressitin of supreme hubris and naivete.
Often times, the.se claims are coupled with another uaspoken 
assumption: That women commonly experience the same things. 
Interestingly enough, the .sexist statement that men and women do 
not share any common experiences is predicated on this same gross­
ly over-generalized assumption. Just because you are a wtitnan does­
n’t mean that your experiences are that of every woman. Just because
Holly Sell is an art and design senior.
Freedom of speech: No need to bash 
Editor,
I cherLsh cxir freedom of speech, but I think nutny contribuuxs to 
Mustang Daily use this right to their disadvantage. When authors 
bash and insult their tippositkxi, they render their arguments inef­
fective. For iastance, if yixi refer to President Bush using expletives, 
or call liKrals “ignorant jackasses,” anyone whti disagrees with ycxir 
opinuxi will stop reading tx become impervkxis to yixir message. 
Using harsh sarcasm can alsti undermine an argument. What may 
stxind comical in ytxir mind may insult or completely fly over some­
one eLse’s head. As.suming ytxi want to ctxivince and enlighten ytxir 
audience, yixi’re K tter off presenting a well thought-txit argument 
instead of an emotionally charged as.sault absent tif logic. So, to all 
those who contribute tt) Mustang Daily, “What the * * ’"* are ytxi 
mortms talking aKutT’
Felicia Kalsch is an architecture sophomore.
Confederate flag stereotyped as well 
Editor,
The Qmfederate flag means different things to different people. 
Apparently you feel it’s racist and a hillbilly hcxi-ha symKiI that 
screanvs “drag blacks Khind your truck while drinking beer.’T o  the 
rest of us, it’s a symKiI of our past, heritage and a .symKil of pride for 
King who we are. Sure, we sometimes give that “.spine-chilling reKl 
yell” as ycxi put it, but who dix*sn’t get a little excited ».imetimes and 
make noise? Is it so wrong to K  pnxid of where we came from imd 
fly ixir flag proudly from wherever we feel? Is it wrong to K  pnsud of 
those men Kfore us who died for what they thixight was right? Some 
people in other axintries feel the American flag stands for racism, or 
for (Xir “distorted sense of values," but that doesn’t stop the petiple 
from standing Khind it. just because someone wK) decided to drag 
a black man Khind their truck was flying a reKl flag dciesn’t mean 
everycxie who defends the flag is racist and stupid em xi^  to start 
killing blacks. Uxik at the current situation with the terrorists, given 
the rest of the citizens c i  their country stand Khind their leaders, 
dixsn’t mean everyone from their country is going to K  a tenx)iist 
threat to America. Yixi are making a huge generalization by saying 
that anytxie who supports the Qinfederate flag Ls racist, granted 
some of them are. But Kfore you begin to bash someone’s history, get 
another side to yixir story.
Peter Di Bono is a construction management senior.
Students don't always fit stereotypes 
Editor,
I must say that I was .somewhat displeased luid rather discouraged 
to read one of the quotes made by Jason Sutor in Jenni Mintz’s article 
“Eminent philost>phers discuss resurrection of Jesus" (Feb. 3). Sutor 
was quoted as saying “I think these foruras are a gcxxl way to stimu­
late minds that would usually K  fcx;used on p^ artying and drinking...” 
It really is texi bad that college snxlents have painted their own 
stereotype as drinkers and partiers. Unfortunately, there are plenty of 
students exit there whixie minds are not ftx:used on partying.
Many of us are fiKused on getting thnxigh .schcxil and .succeeding 
in (Xir chosen professions. Where most students would find Sutor’s 
statement rather humonxis, I find it extremely sad that his words are 
reflecting a reality on campuses everywhere. MayK if college stu­
dents could change this stereotype, the public would hold them to a 
higher standard.
Alyson Tulloch is an agribusiness freshman.
Letter policy '
Mustang Daily reserves the right to edit letters for grammar, 
profanity and length. Letters do not represent the views of 
Mustang Daily. Please limit ie n ^  to 250 words. Letters should 
include the writer's full name, phone number, major and class 
standing.
Bymaik
Letters to the Editor 
Building 26, Room 226 
Gil Poly, San Luis Obispo 
CA 93407 
By tec
(805)756^784
By e-mail: must4nfldaily@hQtmflii.CQm
Letters must come from a Cal Poly e-mail account Do not
send letters as an attachment. Please send the text in the body of 
the e-mail.
Attention:
Your letter will not be printed unless you submit it in the cor­
rect format
Sue Farag is an animal science senior who is focused on graduating 
this spring.
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continued from page 1
If a foreign student stays in the 
U nited States more than one year, 
they must re-register with the INS. 
Also, students must notify the IN S 
within 10 days if they change their 
address, employment or education­
al institution.
Students who do not comply risk 
arrest, detention, fines or possible 
deportation.
Special registration, while 
heightening security, may decrease 
the num ber o f foreign students 
studying at C al Poly, Andre said.
“My concern is that their fami­
lies may discourage them to come 
to the U nited S tates,” she said. 
“We may see a drop in in ternation­
al students.”
» Special registration is only one 
way the government plans to keep 
more effective tabs on internation­
al students.' Andre said Cal Poly 
must now also comply with the 
Student Exchange V isitor 
Inform ation System (S E V IS ), an 
Internet-based program that allows 
schools to exchange data with the 
IN S. Inform ation for SE V IS  is co l­
lected for all in ternational stu­
dents.
Previously, the IN S tracked 
in tern atio n al students using a 
paper-based system. To increase 
efficiency. Congress passed legisla­
tion in 1996 requiring the IN S to 
create an electronic data-collection 
system, Andre said.
Insufficient technology and 
funding put the program on hold 
until Congress passed the U SA
Patriot A ct in O ctober 2001. T he 
act created additional S E V IS  fund­
ing and required nationwide com ­
pliance by Jan. 30, 2003. Cal Poly 
has been given an extension until 
Feb. 15.
C al Poly must now tell the gov­
ernm ent whether a foreign student 
enrolls or fails to enroll, drops 
below the full level of study, 
changes his or her name or address, 
graduates early or fails to complete 
his or her program.
A student that drops from a full­
tim e to part-time load without the 
approval of Andre, attends a school 
other than the one authorized or 
fails to report a change in address 
risks losing the privileges of his or 
her student visa.
In a worst-case scenario, students 
could he deported and denied reen­
try into the U nited States.
If Cal Poly does not comply with 
S E V IS  regulations, the school 
could lose its ability  to accept 
international students. Andre said 
she encourages international stu­
dents to stay informed and plan 
their schedules carefully so they 
can m aintain full-tim e status.
T he changes have affected in ter­
national students, hut they have 
been dealing with the situation.
“Travelling to U nited States is 
difficult,” Andre said. “T hey’re a 
little tired and more disheartened 
' than they used to be, hut they’re 
handling it well.”
Andre said Cal Poly plans to 
fully cooperate with the require­
ments of SE V IS . However, her first 
priority is in assisting the students.
“My role is as an adviser,” she 
said. “1 am not an IN S agent.”
TUITION
continued from page 1
spraying for thistle to watching the 
kids. Once home, he said he dedicates 
his nights to studying.
Ferguson said the proposed fee 
increase caught him by surprise.
“I feel blind-sighted that we just 
voted on one and now there might he 
another increase,” he said.
Although he is able to make ends 
meet he will he reminded of the 
increases in expenses even after grad­
uation.
“It will create more havoc later,” 
Ferguson said. “It will probably he 
about $1,000 extra I will have to pay 
off in loans in the long run.”
Last year, ecology and systematic 
biology senior Carol Boland also knew 
the stress of having to juggle both 
work and school.
Due to family troubles she had very 
little financial help from her parents, 
so Bc')land supported herself.
She worked at the Light House dur­
ing lunchtime, at Noland’s Carriages 
three to four days a week and some 
days at Taco Bell from 9 p.m. to 4 a.m. 
For one quarter, Boland worked 60- 
hour weeks in order to make rent and 
schixjl tuition. She was also taking 17 
units that quarter.
There were days she said she would 
get home from Taco Bell at 4 a.m. and 
have class at 8 a.m.
“I had trouble staying awake in 
class,” Boland said. “I was spacey and I 
didn’t see my roommates and 
boyfriend that much.”
Now that she has more financial 
help from her parents, Boland is work­
ing less this year. But with one more 
year left at Cal Poly, she said the sug­
gestion of a new fee increase worries 
her.
If the increase does pass, she said 
that tuition would cost more than 
what financial aid covers for tuition 
and hooks.
When she came to Cal Poly, she 
expected to budget her finances for 
the next four to five years hut they
kept increasing tuition, Boland said. 
She said she feels the administration 
could find ways to he more efficient 
than always striving their problems by 
raising the tuition.
“They are asking an awful lot frtim 
students who come, in gotxl faith, 
expecting to pay a certain amount a 
quarter,” Boland said.
California State University faculty 
trustee Harold Goldwhite said an 
increase in fees is unavoidable.
“My guess is by the time the budget 
straightens out, there will be a fee 
increase,” he said. “Revenue is not 
going to be any better; it might be 
even worse.”
According to the btiard of trustees’ 
schedule, the two next meetings will 
take place March 11 and 12 at 
California State University at 
Fullerton and May 13 and 14 in the 
I3umke Conference Center in Ding 
Beach. Goldwhite said the voting on 
the potential fee increase is not set, 
but that it could happen at either 
meeting.
PASSWORD
continued from page 1
Rules include no alphabetic char­
acters of three or more in a row, such 
as “Art,” no numbers of three or more 
in a row (like “136”) and no names or 
words. There must be a minimum of 
six characters, with the first six 
including one uppercase and one low­
ercase letter, one number and one 
symKil. An example listed on the 
FAQ page of Password Manager is 
T99b34+s.
The Password Manager allows stu­
dents and faculty to create one pass­
word for many Cal Poly applications, 
such as My CalPoly, Central UNIX 
and Openmail. Before the end of fall 
quarter it only had a few restrictions, 
allowing members to create a pass­
word that was easy to remember. 
However, these few restrictions also 
made it easy to crack, said jerry
Hanley, vice provost and chief infor­
mation officer of I T S .
Since the implementation of the 
new rules he has seen cases of hacking 
into the Cal Poly Web site go from at 
least one per week to almost none, 
Hanley said. Hackers with a student’s 
pa.ssword can commit crimes in his or 
her name, as well as access perstinal 
information and records.
“The restrictions are hard, but will 
(students and faculty) be willing to 
pay the consequences?” Hanley said.
Friedman said with all of the 
restrictions there are so many words 
that the passwords can’t be, which it 
makes it easier to figure out what they
are.
But a 10-digit random sequence is 
much harder to decipher than “your 
pcxxlle’s name,” Hanley says.
“I’ve had people trying to crack my 
password for months and they can’t 
do it,” he said.
Another argument presented by 
Friedman is that other universities.
such as University of California at 
Berkeley and Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology, have easier restric­
tions.
Hanley said while M IT does have 
easier passwords, the school goes 
through a costly measure that requires 
students to fill out an identification 
card every quarter. This, he said is not 
viable at cash-strapped Cal Poly.
Hanley, however, does agree with 
Friedman’s final argument that it is up 
to the university to provide security, 
not students and faculty.
“ITS should do more on their side 
to make things secure instead of bur­
dening the users,” Friedman said.
Hanley stressed that it is a serious 
issue and ITS is looking for ways to 
ease the problems with the password 
manager. In the meantime, how can 
students and faculty remember their 
difficult passwords?
“Try pneumonic phra.ses,” Hanley 
said. “AsstKiate words with the sym- 
Kils.” *
Classified Advertising
G raph ic  A rts  Bu ild in g, R o o m  226 Cal Poly, San  Luis O b ispo , C A  93407 ( 805) 756-1143
H e l p  W a n t e d
C am p  W ayna for Q irls
Northeast Pennsylvania (6/19 - 
8/16/03). If you love children and 
want a caring, fun environment, 
we need female staff as Directors 
and Instructors for; Tennis, Golf, 
Gymnastics, Swimming, 
Waterskiing, Sailing, Team Sports, 
Cheerleading, Ropes, 
Camping/Nature, Drama, 
Ceramics, Photography, 
Videography, Silk Screen, Batik, 
Printmaking, Sculpture, 
Calligraphy, Guitar, Jewelry, 
Piano, Aerobics, Martial Arts, 
Baking.
Other positions: Group 
Leaders, Administrative/ Driver, 
Nurses (RN ’s). On campus inter­
views Feb. 18 at UU #219 
Apply online at 
www.campwaynegirls.com or 
call
800-279-3019
2003 Homecoming Applications 
available online - due Feb. 14 
www.homecoming.calpoly.edu 
Come join the fun!
H e l p  W a n t e d  I A n n o u n c e m e n t s
Golfers help w anted 2 
d ays a  week. Sa lary  and  
com m ission. Will train. 
Roger Dunn Golf 481-3866
Technical writing student 4 web 
project. Now and Spring quarter. 
Call Brady Radovich 756-5835 
Student Life and Leadership
Send your Valentine a
A n n o u n c e m e n t s
To the Asian Sensation (Christi): 
Have a  great 20th birth­
day!
Love,
Your fan club and Carrie
tía i e n i i n e i
I . hriKin, 1 4 , 2 0 0 3
\ l i i s l a n j  ridilli c I (lesili« rjs
P e r s o n a l s
M ale M ustang staff writer 
looking for fem ale love on 
Valentine’s  Day. P lease  no 
sorority sisters. Enjoys long 
w alk s on the beach, 
passionate  k isse s, and  
X X X  porn. I like my women  
in all shapes and sizes and I 
don’t discrim inate. My n ick­
nam e is Muff. Call me at 
786-4053
Strikingly sexy single fella 
looking to discover a fine female 
who isn’t afraid of the outdoors. 
Call Steve at 781-0953
F o r  S a l e
Dual slalem bike 
Bombshell sputnik 
Marzochi 2-1 x-fly’s forks 4 inch 
and much more. Check mtbr.com 
for pic. 235-8759
H o m e s  F o r  S a l e
Houses and condos for sale 
For a free list of all houses and 
condos for sale in SLO  call Nelson 
Real Estate 546-1990 or email 
Steve @ slohomes.com
Green Party of SLO  
Meets 1st Sunday of each month 
www.slo.greens.org 544-1580
Narcotics Anonymous (NA) 
Meeting
On campus! Fri. 6;00pm 
Graphics Arts Bldg #26 rm. 205 
Open to all!
R e n t a l  H o u s i n g
4 Bedroom, 2.5 Bath, Large 
yard, in Arroyo Grande. 
$1700/month. Call Erin 343-1779
M ale M ustang photograph­
er looking to m ake p ass io n ­
ate love on Valentine’s  Day.
I a lw ays use  
protection. I like my 
wom en skanky, raw, and  
wild in bed.
In itials B.K. 781-9950
C la ss ified s are killer!
GET YOUR CLASSIFIED 
AD IN  NOW!!
C la ssified s
756-1143
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Wrestling
Mustangs breeze 
by Oregon 22-15
CAL POLY SPORTS INFORMATION REPORT
SAN LU IS O B ISP O  —  Trailing 15-6 after six match­es, the Cal Poly wrestling 
team won the last four matches of 
the meet to defeat Oregon, 22-15, 
at Mott Gym Wednesday night. 
W ith the win, the Mustangs are 
now 9-6 on the season (5-1 Pac- 
10), while Oregon fell to 5-10.
In the 157-pound match, Nick 
Hopping scored five points in the 
space of 12 seconds in the third 
period to break a 0-0 tie to bring 
Cal Poly within one ptiint at 7-6.
Although the Mustangs dropped 
the next two matches, a win by 
Ryan Halsey at 184 followed by a 
David Schenk major decision at 
197 propelled the Mustangs to vic­
tory. Cal Poly clinched the victory 
with a forfeit at 125 p<Hinds.
The Mustangs return to action 
nxlay at Portland State.
Triathlon
'Chains of Love' 
event held Sunday
CAL POLY REC SPORTS REPORT
The Cal Poly triathlon team w'ill 
host the second Chains of Love 
race Sunday on the Cal Poly cam­
pus.
The race is open to everyone, 
including children. Contestants 
can race as couples or on their own.
For more information, contact 
Rec Sports at 756-3090.
Men's Tennis
Mustangs face 
national champs
CAL POLY SPORTS INFORMATION REPORT
The Cal Poly men’s tennis team 
is on the road this weekend to face 
No. 65-ranked U C  Irvine and No. 
7-ranked defending national cham­
pion u s e  Trojans.
Today the Mustangs travel to 
Irvine to face their first Big West 
oppement in No. 65 U C  Irvine (4- 
2 overall, 1-0 Big West). The dual 
match will take place at 1 p.m. at 
the Anteater Tennis Stadium.
Cal Poly takes on No. 7 and 
defending national champion U SC  
on Saturday at 10 a.m. at Marks 
Stadium. The Trojans are 3-2 over­
all, one of their losses coming from 
No. 1-ranked UCLA.
The Mustangs are 2-3 overall 
and have yet to start Big West play.
Football
Mariucci's son 
signs with Cal Poly
CAL POLY SPORTS INFORMATION REPORT
Former 49ers coach Steve 
Mariucci has found a new team to 
lead; his oldest scin has found a new 
schixil to play for.
Tyler Mariucci, a senior quarter­
back at Valley Christian High in 
San Jose, signed a national letter of 
intent with Cal Poly Wednesday.
Cal Poly Men's Lacrosse
T .*
it-  k'
m
FILE PHOTO/MUSTANG DAILY
The Mustangs lost a hard-fought battle to rival UCSB 13-9 Wednesday at the Sports Complex.
Holding their own
By Stacee Doming
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
After a game of hard checks and 
rowdy fans, the Mustangs were left 
down and out after the lacrosse sea­
son opener.
The Cal Poly men’s lacrosse team 
lost 13-9 after a close game with rival 
U C  Santa Barbara in Mustang 
Stadium Wednesday night.
“Overall we played well, but we 
still have some kinks to work out,” 
midfielder Grant Middleton said.
Going into Wedne.sday’s game, the 
U C SB Gauchos were ranked No. 4 
nationally by the United States 
Lacrosse Intercollegiate Associates, 
while Cal Poly was ranked 12th.
“We played easily with the No. 4 
team in the nation, and we were even 
missing key players,” midfielder and 
lacrosse president Andy Parr said.
The Mustangs were without mid­
fielder Sean W hitacre and defender 
Vinnie Console due to injuries.
The game was fast-paced for both 
teams, with constant scoring from 
each side. The teams continuously 
battled for the lead, never letting
down their guards.
In the first quarter, the Mustangs 
stepped onto the field with an air of 
anxiousness.
“We came out tentative and ner­
vous, but once we settled down we 
played well,” head coach Marc Lea 
said.
Coach Lea, who is back for his sev­
enth season with Cal Poly lacrosse, 
expects another strong showing from 
his growing team in 2003. The 
Mustangs have their eyes set on mak­
ing a return visit to St. Uiuis for the 
U SLIA  national championships in 
May.
Wednesday’s game brought a huge 
crowd who weren’t afraid to say what 
was on their minds. Cal Poly fans 
cheered and shouted as the game’s 
excitement heightened.
By the fourth quarter, a large of 
section of Cal Poly fans taunted the 
Santa Barbara goalie, try’ing to rattle 
him. The intensity was up as the 
Mustangs entered the quarter down 
by three. The crowd chanted with the 
players, as they rallied in their last 
attempt to capture the lead.
Despite the efforts, nothing was
able to stop the Gauchos’ momen­
tum. W ith every goal that the 
Mustangs scored, the Gauchos quick­
ly countered with a retaliation goal.
“The defense needs to communi­
cate, and we need to have more off- 
ball movement,” Parr said.
Coach Lea agreed, saying that he 
wants his team to be more aggressive 
defensively.
“(Cal Poly and U C SB ) both have 
solid teams, but it will be more impor­
tant to beat them in St. Louis,” Lea 
said.
Rookie midfielder Steve Jones 
made a name for himself, making the 
first goal of his college career in the 
season opener.
Middleton said he was thankful for 
the huge turnout of fans for their first 
game, and he was also impressed by 
the exceptional play of sophomore 
goaltender Ryan Parr.
Overall, the Mustangs said they 
held their own, proving to U C  Santa 
Barbara that Cal Poly is a competitor 
to watch out for in the future.
“We went down and then came 
back," Parr said. “It wasn’t discourag­
ing; we played hard.”
Cal Poly Women's Basketball
Hot shooting lifts Poly to victory
CAL POLY SPORTS INFORMATION REPORT
M OSCOW . Idaho —  Five Cal 
Poly players scored in double figures 
as the hot-shixning Mustangs defeat­
ed Idaho 85-79 in a Big West 
Q inference women’s basketball game 
Wednesday night at the Cowan 
Spectrum.
Senior point guard Kari l3uperron 
led the way with 16 points, sinking 
six of 11 flexir shots. She also corraled 
a game-high 10 reKiunds. Freshman 
guard Courtney Uphoff added a 
career-high 14 points, making all five 
of her free-throw attempts, while 
sophomore guard M ichelle Henke 
scored 12 points.
Senior forward Heather Journey
had 11 ptTints and sophomore guard 
Heidi W ittstrom contributed 10 
piTints off the bench.
“Journey was in foul trouble, but 
Uphoff played great for us at the for­
ward spot,” said Cal Poly head coach 
Faith Mimnaugh. "She helped us 
build a 10-point cushion with her 
strong play inside.
"And I3uperron had an awesome 
game and played terrific,” Mimnaugh 
added.
Cal Poly made a season-high 53.8 
percent of its shots (28 of 52). The 
Mustangs had made just 36.7 percent 
of its field goal attempts in the first 18 
games of the sea.son.
Idaho lost despite a 28-point scor­
ing performance by Alys.sa Erickson.
She made nine of 13 floor shots and 
seven of eight free throws. Heather 
Thixilke added 17 points.
Cal Poly outrebounded Idaho 38- 
29 but committed more turnovers, 
20-17. T he Vandals were held to 44.3 
percent from the flcxir (27 of 61).
W ith the win. Cal Poly improved 
to 5-4 for sole piissession of fourth 
place in the Big West and 9-10 for the 
season. Idaho fell to 4-5 and 6-13. Cal 
Poly led 43-38 at halftime.
The Mustangs, 63-35 winners over 
Idaho on Jan. 9 in Mott Gym, are idle 
the rest of the week, preparing for a 
pair of home games against Cal State 
Northridge on Thursday and Pacific 
on Saturday, Feb. 15. Both games tip 
off at 7 p.m. in Mott Gym.
SCORES
< LACRCiSSE''’’ u c s b
aA -siTß^v..
''• s a i n t  m a r y  s
s a i n t  m a r y  s
.‘in.’'. u.“.’; j'.ETEAil.L
''“ UC i r v in e
''“ UC i r v i n e
yj--''“ byu
73
SCHEDULE
''“ u c s d
sat., feb. 8,2 p.m. 
®  Mustang Stadium
IVft'i  ^ aA.'yTÉTBAt.L sat., feb 8,7 p m. 
''“ U t a h  s t a t e  ©caipoiy
today, feb. 7, 4:30 p.m.
®  cal poly
today, feb. 7,7 p.m. 
®  cal poly
sat., feb 8, 2 p.m. 
®  cal poly
sat., feb. 8, 4:30 p m 
''“sa n  d iego  ©caipoiy
SCFTaAL,,''“nevada
S O F îB A L .,
''“ S .  U t a h
SOFTBAlL''“s a c  st.
30FTBALL.l
MEN’S baseball today, feb 7,6 p.m, 
s a n  J O S e  S t .  ©calpoly
MEN'S BASEBALL sat., feb. 8,1 p m ''“sa n  JOSe st. ©calpoly
MEN'S BASEBALL sun. feb. 9,1 p.m. sa n  JOSe st. ©calpoly
STATS
By the numbers
iTs
R e b o u n d s per gam e  
for the C al Poly  
w o m e n 's  basketball 
team , to p s  in the B ig  
W e st. T h e  M u sta n g s  
are se co n d  in the c o n ­
fe re n ce  in rebounding  
m argin  w ith  +3.6.
6 - 4
C al P o ly 's record  
w h e n  sh o o tin g  under 
7 0  percent from  the  
line. Oddly, the team  
is 1-5  w h e n  it sh o o ts  
over 7 0  percent.
TRIVIA
loday't quastion
W ho shot the lowest nine-1 
;hole score in PGA Tour history?
Submit answers to: iljackso&calpoly.edu
Thursday's question
W ho is the only player from 
' the losing team to be named 
NBA Finals M VP? 
vienyVlteist
Congratulations Mike "Trivia King" 
Chapman, Matt Bozigar and Sean Martinll
Sports editor Jacob Jackson can 
be reached at 756-1796 or jljack- 
so@calpoly.edu.
